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In the base pump room there are a 6” and a 2”  white PVC lines drain into a floor drain that has a concrete 

block structure cemented directly to  the floor a encasing the two drain line without the mandatory air gap. These

two plastic PVC lines must be air-gapped by cutting the PVC pipes the actual individual pipe from the top of the

concrete block structure surroundings the floor drain, I would recommend that the pipes be cut at a 45⁰ angle.

background color. Example:

B6q-Depth markers per rule 5.1(H): Observed no depth markings at the Baby Pool deck surface, Install at least

two painted depth marking sign on each long side of the baby Pool concrete pool deck Make sure the height of

your deck signage  lettering is at least 4 inches in height and that the coloring of the lettering is in contrast to the

12 inches Deep Blk letters/White Paint background

12 inches Deep White letters/Blk Paint background

B6c-Cross connection hazards: 

You have 1 week to correct
both of these violations.
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Cite the specific rule number, explain where and what violation has occurred, and when the violation must be corrected

B6i-Means of measuring flow properly installed for all pumps: Observed, in the upstairs filter room, that both of

your flow meters were disconnected and non functioning and that one was missing its flow indicator float. You must

replace these two Blue/White Flow Meters with new oe of the same type and capacity  and hav them installed in a

section of the PVC pipe that has at least 18 of clear unobstructed run. You have one week to correct this issue.

D8-Proper DPD test kit in repair, reagents fresh: Observed that you and your pool staff didn’t have the proper

type of chemical test kit needed to perform the required proper chemical residual tests ( total chlorine, free chlorine,

and combined chlorine as well as the proper chemical to test your pool for cyanuric  acid levels You need to

purchase the proper pool test kit immediately (a Taylor Deluxe DPD for commercial pools or a brand

equivalent to it.

C6-Pool water temperature < 90F, or as approved:  Observed that you weren’t able to determine the water

temperature of the Baby Pool because there was no thermometer installed in the pool. You will be required to

install a pool thermometer immediately and document pool temperatures every 4 hours of the pools

operation.. 

B6s-Perimeter barriers maintained prior to these rules, installed per rule 5.1 (O) and or B6-Maintenance/

Repair: Observed that when we tested the ability of the entry/exit gate(s) to be to close & latch closed, without

human assistance,  that they were unable to do so. You will be required to immediately repair or replace these

non functioning gates and closure latches.

B6s-Perimeter barriers maintained prior to these rules, installed per rule 5.1 (O) and or B6-Maintenance/

Repair: Observed that when we in the basement pump room that there was a open floor pit filled with water that

measured approximately 3ft wide X 8ft. X 4 1/2ft. deep. You will be required to immediately cover the open floor

pit to prevent the possibility of an accident happening.

B6s-Perimeter barriers maintained prior to these rules, installed per rule 5.1 (O) and or B6-Maintenance/

Repair: Observed that when we in the basement pump room that there was a brown colored metal unlocked/

unsecured chain at the top of the steep steps leading down to the basement pump room. You will be required to

immediately install a lock on the chain to prevent the possibility of entry of an unauthorized individual.

B1 (c) (d) (h): Observed we were unable to determine the critical readings needed in these areas as a result of

operators improper test kit and or inadequate lighting. You will be required to address these deficiencies

immediately as cited previously on page 1 and or page 2.

Water Clarity 3701-31--04 D6: Observed we were unable to determine the critical readings needed in these areas

as a result of operators improper test kit and or inadequate or missing equipment. You will be required to address

these deficiencies: total, free, and combined chlorine immediately by purchasing commercial DPD test kit.

immediately as cited previously on page 1 and or page 2.

B1h-Natural or artificial light insufficient: Observed that when we went into the basement pump room that both

interior light fixtures were burned out resulting in the room being extremely dark. In order to prevent the possibility

of an accident occurring. You will be required to immediately repair or replace the burned out interior ceiling

light fixtures. 
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